Understanding Personality Styles Trainer’s Kit $795

Are you ready to give a memorable training that will keep participants talking for weeks, months, or even years? Even more exciting, you will be changing lives in the process.

Each of us has our own style, preferences, and ways of operating. These individual differences can be found at the root of many workplace challenges. This trainer’s kit provides you with all the information you need for delivering a successful Basic Training in Personality Lingo workshop to build a work culture that honors differences. You get instant access to this training material via a digital download. Start using your new training material today! You get duplication rights to participant handouts. That’s right, give this training again and again with no added investment.

Facilitation Guide (174 pages)

The Facilitation Guide is filled with tips, tools, techniques - all the information you need to bring your personality expertise to the next level. Follow the four-hour training outline provided or tailor the program to fit your needs. Each interactive activity is presented in an easy-to-follow format – including objectives, suggesting scripting, and space to fill in your own transitions and debriefs. In-depth background on the personality styles, tips to help you field difficult questions from participants, plus all the logistics you need to keep track of for delivering a successful workshop.

Fully Animated Slideshow Presentation (34 slides)

Take your participants on a journey of discovery through the magic of stories and interactive activities.

Participant Handouts (7 pages)

Your End User License Agreement (EULA) provides you with duplication rights to the participant handouts.

BONUS: Personality Test Mini Kit ($79 value)

A printable personality test and alternate handouts which you can use when you want to streamline the personality identification segment in your workshops.

https://personalitylingo.com/personality-basic-training-kit
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